MOBILE DISCO
AND KARAOKE
PROFESSIONAL AFFORDABLE RELIABLE

Equipment
The digital DJ is much more compact and providing a high
quality sound and light show with much less equipment than DJ’s
of old using vinyl and huge decks. All of our equipment is PAT
(portable appliance tested) which is a growing requirement of
many venues and guarantees that it is in safe working order.

Digital Music Library
We use a PC and market leading DJ software to play the songs
and mix the beats. All of our tracks come from Grooveshark which
is a web based music streaming service that allows tracks to be
stored and played via a computer with a valid license (via Virtual
DJ’s Content Unlimited service). This means the tracks we play are
all tested and of high quality bit rate meaning you get the very
best tracks with an almost limitless library (15,000,000 songs).

Needed a DJ for a 10 hour stint of
Disco and Karaoke with only 4 days’
notice… I got a prompt reply an
amazing quote and awesome
service (not to mention a very happy
boss). Definitely recommended,
they do exactly what it says on the
tin! Thanks Andy
Wendy Corbet of Zynk Bar
Whitley Bay

Speakers and PA
We use self-powered speakers with a capable output of 120dB.
This saves us having to run extra wires and amplifiers and means
if there is ever an issue (and by using high end equipment there
practically never is) we can just life and drop replacements
quickly. Our set up evolves so may be as small as 2 compact
speakers for smaller events up to 6 speaker systems with bass
cabinets for larger venues.

Lighting
Any event including a disco will come with an LED lighting rig.
Modern LED lights are low energy and heat and are much more
compact that previous stage lighting. A standard rig will include
strobes, lasers, colour washes and moonflowers which will light the
ceiling, dancefloor and walls with an array of effects and colours.

Rigging and Backup Equipment
We use compact DJ stands with trussing and speaker stands
normally covered with star cloths and a back drop. We ensure
our cabling is tidy and safe so the environment is safe for your
guests. It’s very rare that equipment does fail but we carry
sufficient back up equipment to keep the party going.
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You’re in Safe Hands
As a responsible company we’ve done our best to make sure while you’re having fun you are doing so
in a safe environment and we’re not putting you or your guests at risk. As you can imagine mixing
alcohol, vigorous movement, with sharps and wet floors is a recipe for disaster. It will be reassuring to
know that your DJ has done his part in making the stage as safe a place as it can be.

Public Liability Insurance
Our membership of ampDJ provides us with PLI cover of up to £10 Million per claim via Royal Sun Alliance.
Our certificate is always available to view from the website and the DJ at your event will have a copy with
them.

Method Statement
We are happy to provide our clients and the establishment where we work with a health and safety
method statement to demonstrate that we work to safe practices in our set-up, breakdown and operations.
This document contains a full risk assessment and the step we take to make the DJ area safe and tidy.

Experience
Our DJs have been working in the entertainment industry for many years in a number of roles. This means
were familiar with most of the pubs and clubs around the Tyne and Wear region. We worked at some of
the biggest venues like the Gateshead Hilton, Newcastle Sandman Signature, Newton Hall, Bamburgh
Castle and Otterburn hall to name a few.
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Wedding
DJ
north east

Thanks Andy for our marquee
disco at Bamburgh Castle in
July. Some easy listening for
the foodie part and then some
serious shape throwing tunes
for the disco. Thumbs up!
Donna Allinson - Bride

Wedding Receptions
Wedding DJ North East is our bespoke service for your
big day. We’d love to be part of the celebrations and
help to make your dreams come true.
As well as offering a full disco for the evening party we
can help out with a PA system for the speeches, supply
music for during the wedding breakfast or during the
reception.
When it comes to music we will work with you on the
first dance and have from time to time allowed friends
or family to sing the wedding dance. If your stuck we
can help with ideas or look for rare versions of songs.
We can also use our extensive
network to provide additional
services such as a party
photographer or photo booth,
illuminated lettering or star lit
dance floors.
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Magic Mic Karaoke Nights is a branch of Attack
the Dance Floor focussing on providing Karaoke
and Karaoke Discos as a specialty. We boast
one of the best karaoke services around.
To make you sound like the stars we provide high
quality radio mics, voice effects for delay and
reverb and a huge selection of tracks from all
the best suppliers so we should always have your
favourite songs to sing.
The Magic Mic karaoke is used by amateurs and
professionals alike and the host is always happy
to sing a few tracks to get things started.
Were also looking for clubs and bars who are
interested in a resident Karaoke and have
experience of working in busy City Centre
establishments.
We can do karaoke for the kids too so if your
planning a birthday party and have a child who
loves to sing, we can get them up on the stage
and on the path to becoming a pop star.

MAGIC MIC

Thanks for doing our Karaoke

Christmas Party… Was an excellent
night, would definitely recommend
and wont bother looking elsewhere if
we have another party :)
Sarah Marshall, Sunderland Uni
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Scan the QR Code
All of the reviews in this
brochure can be seen on our
Facebook account along with
many more. We hope that we
can add you to the list of
satisfied customers in the near
future.

PROFESSIONAL AFFORDABLE RELIABLE

